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Functional redundancy by gene duplication appears to be a common phenomenon in biological system and hence
understanding its underlying mechanism deserves much attention. Here, we investigated the differences between
functional compensation of monogenic and polygenic disease genes which are unexplored till date. We found that
the competence of functional buffering varies in the order of non-disease genesNmonogenic disease
genesNpolygenic disease genes. This fact has been explained by the sequence identity, expression profile similarity,
shared interaction partners and cellular locations between duplicated pairs. Moreover, we observed an inverse
relationship between backup capacity and the non-synonymous substitution rate of disease and non-disease genes
while the opposite trend is found for their corresponding paralogs. Logistic regression analysis among sequence
identity, sharing of expression profile, interaction partners and cellular locations with backup capacity between
duplicated pairs demonstrated that the sharing of expression profile is the most dominant regulator of backup
capacity.
ic disease genes; PD, polygenic
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1. Introduction

Gene duplication is considered as an important prerequisite for
gene innovation which facilitates functional divergence through
neofunctionalization or subfunctionalization [1] or may result in
functionally redundant genes [2,3]. The importance of redundant
duplicates in understanding the mechanisms for resilience against
mutations is increasingly appreciated, as illustrated by the initiative
aiming to identify the factors behind the mechanism. Since higher
metazoan genomes have duplicates with several overlapping func-
tions in the same genome, loss-of-function in one gene will thus have
little phenotypic effect if there are additional genes with similar
functions. Hence it seems plausible that redundancy among dupli-
cates is one of the main mechanisms executing robustness against
deleterious mutations [4]. Particularly in vertebratesmany genes with
similar functions are leftovers of ancient (N400 Myr) gene or genomic
duplications [5,6]. Even unicellular eukaryotes retain distantly related
gene pairs with similar functions [7]. Of late, the strong anti-
correlation between the fitness effect of a deleted gene and the
sequence similarity of its closest paralogs has also been observed in S.
cerevisiae, demonstrating that genes with highly similar paralogs are
compensated for mutations more often than genes with distant
paralogs [3].
The human genome is comprisedwith disease and non-disease genes.
Degree of duplicates as backups against gene loss varies widely within
organism. In human, disease genes are less likely to have similar paralogs
since they could rescue the mutant phenotype [8]. Several molecular
correlates such as organismal complexity, genomic function, sequence
similarity, expression profile similarity, protein interaction profile and
sharing of regulatory elements have been reported to be causative agents
for functional bufferingbygeneduplicates [9–11], though contributionsof
some of the factors are still debated. From an evolutionary standpoint
redundant genes are relaxed to accumulate mutations since mutations in
those genes would have no effect on the phenotype of the corresponding
organism [12,13].

Till date, the post duplication fates of genes have been studied in the
ground of non-disease and disease genes where disease genes are
exemplified as inherited by Mendelian fashion only. Currently the rising
incidence of polygenic diseases that do not follow the Mendelian pattern
of inheritance demands an in depth study of complex or polygenic
disorders. Taking advantage of the Human Gene Mutation Database
(HGMD) andGenetic AssociationDatabase (GAD), the reliable archives of
human monogenic and complex diseases respectively, we examined the
fundamental differences that exist between functional compensation for
monogenic (MD)andpolygenicdiseases (PD)with respect tonon-disease
(ND) genes. Our studies reveal that monogenic disease genes are
functionally more buffered by their duplicates than polygenic disease
genes, a feature that was unexplored so far. The role of expression profile
similarity, interacting partner and regulatory motif sharing, and sub-
localization pattern between the duplicated pairs have been elucidated as
the underlying factors that escort the functional buffering variation
between disease and non-disease genes.
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2. Results

2.1. Variation in functional compensation between MD and PD duplicated
pairs

Investigation on the molecular genetics of disease genes raises a
key question, why severemutations often do not result in a detectable
abnormal phenotype. Previous report [14] illustrates the contribution
to functional compensation by gene duplicates against deleterious
human mutation. Therefore, it would be interesting to investigate
whether any fundamental differences exist between functional
compensation of monogenic and polygenic disease gene duplicates
with respect to non disease duplicates. We examined functional
compensation by calculating the functional buffering using GO terms
in MD, PD and ND duplicated pairs respectively and observed that MD
duplicates encompass significantly more functional backup than PD
duplicates (Fig. 1). We also found that ND duplicates themselves have
more backup capacity (35.42%) than both the classes of disease gene
duplicates (Fig. 1). While separating the ND genes into housekeeping
(HK) and other (OTH) genes, it was observed that housekeeping
duplicates are functionally most redundant among all categories of
genes, and other ND duplicated genes show intermediate functional
compensation capacity betweenMD and PD duplicates (Fig. 1). Formerly,
the significant contribution of close sequence homologs to genetic
robustness against deleterious mutations has been demonstrated in the
organisms like C. elegans as well as in human [3]. Additionally it has been
proposed that close sequence paralogs are about 2–3 times less likely to
harbor diseases [14]. In our dataset we observed that the sequence
identity between duplicated pairs is lower in the case of disease genes as
compared to non-disease genes (Disease=41% [MD=42%, PD=36%],
ND=49% [HK=55%, OTH=39%] and each value was significant with
each other at least at 0.05 level in M–W test) which is in agreement with
the previous observation [15]. This result may provide a probable
explanation for the observed decrease in backup capacity with decreased
sequence identity.
2.2. Functional buffering in MD vs. PD duplicates: role of expression
profile similarity

Intuitively, it might be expected that co-expressed paralogs would be
more likely to be functionally redundant compared to those whose
expression profiles differed significantly. To explain the disparity in
Fig. 1. Differences in functional compensation among the disease and non-disease
genes with P value that indicates Mann–Whitney significance level.
backup capacity among MD, PD and ND duplicates, we measured the
expression profile similarity between each protein and its paralogs.
Unexpectedly, our results show an opposite trend of association between
expression profile similarity and backup capacity since we noticed a
significant gradual increase of expression profile similarity from PD to HK
duplicates (PD=0.187, MD=0.160, ND=0.174 [HK=0.150,
OTH=0.179] and each value was significant with each other at least at
0.05 level in M–W test). Previous study [10] reasonably explained that in
the case of remote paralogs (dsN1), the backup capacity of a gene
decreaseswith increased coexpressionwith its duplicated pairs. Then the
proportion of close (dsb1) and remote duplicates in our datasets
including both disease and non-disease genes was measured and it was
observed that theduplicatedgenes selected forour studymostly belong to
the remote duplicates category (total close duplicates=15.52% and
remote duplicates=84.48%; proportion of remote duplicates in PD, MD,
HKandOTHare 85.5%, 78.72%, 62.95%, and81.68% respectively). Thus, the
expression profile similarity may be one of the aspects that can guide the
varying backup capacity among PD, MD and ND duplicates. Furthermore,
the earlier study [10] proposed that the regulatory motifs those are
partially overlappedwith paralogs have themost efficient backup activity
compared to paralogswith highly similar or dissimilar sets ofmotifs since
such an arrangement reconciles the differential expression of paralogs to
provide compensation when needed. Investigation on the regulatory
motifs arrangement reveals that MD and HK duplicated pairs overlap
39.55% and 47.01% with the regulatory motifs of considered disease and
non-disease genes respectively whereas OTH and PD duplicated pairs
have highly similar (82.1%) and dissimilar regulatory motifs (4.35%)
respectively (difference between each of the above values was significant
at least at 0.05 level in M–W test). This result has been interpreted as
evidence that the functional compensation by disease and non-disease
gene duplicates varies due to their differential sharing pattern of
regulatory motifs that indeed modulates the expression profile similarity
between duplicated pairs.

2.3. Functional compensation in MD vs. PD duplicates: influence of
sublocalization and protein interacting partners

Formerly, it was revealed that after duplication relocalization to
new compartments (neolocalization) triggers functional diversifica-
tion of duplicated proteins to endorse adaptation in their new
subcellular environments [16,17]. According to this concept we
intended to assess whether such subcellular reprogramming could
explain the functional compensation variation among the gene classes
or not. We have detected that significantly higher fraction of MD
duplicates follows sublocalization compared to PD duplicates and
among them paralogs of HK genes are mostly preserved HK gene
localization patterns than any other subsets of duplicates which is also
echoed in the previous study (Table 1) [17].

This subcellular redistribution of duplicates should often entail
changes in their interactions with other proteins [17]. Moreover,
correlated interaction profiles have been shown to be a strong
determinant of shared functionality [11,18–20]. Hence we assessed the
degree of interacting proteins shared by paralog pairs and observed that
Table 1
Comparison of sharing the subcellular localization among four classes of duplicated
pairs.

Gene classes % of duplicated proteins undergo sublocalization

MD 43.47
PD 35.10
OTH 39.51
HK 55.02

N.B. Z-score=6.8, confidence level=99% (MD vs. PD); Z-score=7.47, confidence
level=97% (PD vs. OTH); Z-score=1.56, confidence level=94.1% (OTH vs. MD);
Z-score=1.23, confidence level=95.6% (HK vs. MD); Z-score=2.1, confidence
level=95.2% (HK vs. PD); Z-score=3.91, confidence level=98.7% (HK vs. OTH).
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the propensity of sharing protein interaction partners is significantly
higher in HK followed by MD, OTH and PD paralog pairs (Table 2). From
this analysis it can be interpreted that the duplicate copies which are
compelled to share the subcellular location of their corresponding disease
and non-disease proteins are bound to interact with the other proteins
specific for the aforementioned gene group to accomplish same biological
processes. Therefore it could be suggested that the capacity of proteins to
share the localization aswell as the interaction partners of the disease and
non-disease proteins plays a vital role in determining the variation of
functional compensation between these groups of duplicated genes.
2.4. Functional redundancy of duplicated pairs: insight from
evolutionary perspective

To investigate the relationship between backup capacity and non-
synonymous substitution rate (dn) of disease, non-disease genes and their
respective paralogs separately, we measured the dn of protein coding
sequence by the realistic evolutionarymodels [21] among these groups of
genes. Interestingly, we observed markedly different trends in the
association between backup capacity and dn for disease, non-disease
genes and for their respective duplicates. In the case of disease and non-
disease genes,dndecreaseswith increasedbackup capacity of geneswhile
the backup capacity of paralogs, measured within the paralogous pairs of
gene was noticed to be increased with increasing dn of paralogs (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2. Non-synonymous substitution rate (dn) with shared function of duplicates and
their corresponding gene groups (disease and non-disease genes).
2.5. Variation in functional compensation among different subsets of
duplicated pairs: relative influence of the four factors

In order to investigate whether the aforementioned parameters
independently influence the gene backup capacity we performed
logistic regression analysis. Since not all the variables belong to the
same category (some are continuous and some are binary), we
grouped all the continuous variables (backup capacity, coexpression,
sequence identity, and shared interaction) into two clusters to
transform all the factors into binary variables as described in the
Materials and Methods section. Subsequently, we computed the
duplicated genes that are targeted to the corresponding disease and
non-disease gene location or not as “1” and “0” respectively. Logistic
regression analysis was preferred as it was observed that the
independent influence of each parameter (if any) on the backup
capacity and at the same time can measure the contribution of all
potential predictor variables to the regression model. We observed a
positive association between backup capacity and sharing of interac-
tion with its partners in the network (Pb0.027), protein sublocaliza-
tion (Pb0.001), and sequence identity (Pb0.004), while protein
coexpression (Pb0.007) regulates the backup capacity inversely.
From the regression coefficient value (β) of each potential parameter
it can be inferred that protein coexpression level (β=3.763) is the
most influential predictor of the evolutionary rate followed by the
sharing interaction partners (β=2.001), protein sublocalization
(β=1.425) and sequence identity in the paralog pairs (β=1.029).
Table 2
Comparisons of sharing the interaction partners among four classes of duplicated pairs.

Gene classes % of interacting partners shared by the duplicates

MD 51.11
PD 31.63
OTH 47.06
HK 59.22

N.B. Significant level (Mann–Whitney test): P=1.32×10−22 (MDvs. PD); P=2.1×10−14

(PDvs.OTH); P=1×10−4 (OTHvs.MD); P=3.1×10−5 (HKvs.MD);P=1.1×10−19 (HK
vs. PD); P=4.78×10−21 (HK vs. OTH).
3. Discussions

Researchers have made dramatic inroads into the study of duplicate
genes contributing a remarkable robustness against loss of one or more
genes [14,22–24]. So far their focus has been concentrated in studying the
non disease and disease gene duplicates where the disease gene sets are
significantly biased towardsMendelian diseases. Our studywas driven by
the idea to explore the fundamental differences which exist between
functional compensation for Mendelian (Monogenic) and Complex
(Polygenic) diseases that may provide new information about the
robustness into the realm of human genetic diseases. Indeed, the first
important outcome of our study, based on the comparison of functional
buffering forMD and PD duplicated pairs reveals thatMDduplicates have
more buffering capacity as compared to PD duplicates and that non-
disease genes are themselves more buffered than both the classes of
disease genes. This result is akin to the previous proposal [8] that proteins
with similar paralogs should be less often involved in disease since the
compromised function of such proteins when mutated could be
compensated by their functional paralogs. Less backup capacity of
polygenic disease duplicates may therefore increases the incidence of
polygenic disease compared tomonogenic disease. Although some report
[25] found no simple relationship between sequence identity and
functional similarity, yet we observed that buffering capacity of genes
increased with the sequence identity between the corresponding gene
paralog members, similar to the previous study [9].

Secondly, we have examined the genomic characteristics which have
been suggested to influence the buffering capacity of genes. In yeast, the
transcriptional reprogramming mechanism behind the genetic backup
betweenparalogselucidated that geneswith lowtomoderate similarityof
expression profiles to those of their paralogs are much more likely to be
backed up [10]. Intending to verify this mechanism in human duplicates
we also observed that the genes with higher buffering capacity (HK and
MD genes) are rarely coexpressed with their paralogs whereas an
opposite trend was found in the case of genes with lower buffering
capacity (OTH and PD genes). To confirm thismechanismmore evidently
we also investigated the sharing of regulatory motifs between the
duplicated pairs and noticed the same trend exists in human as observed
in yeast. Sharing of interacting partners between paralog pairs also

image of Fig.�2
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remains as a strong determinant of rendering similar functionality in
human. Moreover, in our study, we further enlighten a phenomenon that
functionally redundant copies of disease and non-disease genes are
redirected to the corresponding subcellular location of the above gene
groups to maintain precise microenvironment for accomplishing similar
functions.

Finally, we have emphasized the connection between backup
capacity and non-synonymous substitution rate of disease, non-
disease genes and their respective duplicates separately. Additionally,
here we noticed that the backup capacity is negatively correlated with
the non-synonymous substitution rate of disease and non-disease
genes. Alongwith the rate of non-synonymous substitution (dn), non-
synonymous to synonymous substitution rate (dn/ds) also varies with
the backup capacity among the gene classes in a same fashion. The
rate of coding sequence mutation of disease and non-disease genes
decreases in the order of PDNOTHNMDNHK (dn/ds of PD=0.199;
MD=0.143; OTH=0.178; HK=0.113; each value was significant
with each other at least at 0.05 level in M–W test) which is consistent
with our earlier study [26]. The most intuitive biological reason
underpinning this observation may be the urge of important subset of
genes to retain a backup copy for shielding themselves from
deleterious mutation. However, the rate of non-synonymous to
synonymous substitution of paralogs increases in the order of
PDNOTHNMDNHK (dn/ds of PD=0.101; MD=0.134; OTH=0.166;
HK=0.203; each value was significant with each other at least at 0.05
level in M–W test) which further signifies the relaxation of purifying
selection on redundant duplicated genes [2,27]. Prior study [28] also
recommended that if a gene's function is compensated by a redundant
duplicate, mutation in that gene would have no effect on the
phenotype. As a result, such mutations could not be selected against,
and redundancy would be gradually lost.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first extensive comparison of
functional compensation among several classes of human genes.
Although, a range of biological variables guiding the functional buffering
of duplicates is reported previously, none of them quantifies the relative
contribution of each factor. Assessing logistic regression analysis we
conclude that the relative importance of individual factorsmodulating the
variation inbackup capacity among theaforementioned classes of genes is
in the order of sharing expression levelNsharing interaction partnersN-
protein subcellular relocalizationNsequence identity in the paralogs pairs.
Our results will obviously open a new paradigm in understanding the
genetic robustness of human genetic diseases.

4. Materials and methods

4.1. Human disease and non-disease genes data

A list of 3959 monogenic and 2203 polygenic disease genes were
obtained from the Human Gene Mutation Database (http://hgmd.org)
[29] and Genetic Association Database (http://geneticassociationdb.nih.
gov/) [30] respectively (Supplementary Table 1). Human protein coding
genes were retrieved from Ensembl (http://www.ensembl.org/biomart/
martview/) [31]. Disease genes (monogenic and polygenic) were
excluded from the set of human protein coding genes and the rest of
the genes were termed as non-disease genes. Finally, we obtained 9320
non-disease genes.

4.2. Identification of housekeeping genes

We used the tissue specificity index τ [32] to measure the tissue
specificity of human genes. The τ of human gene i is defined by

τH =
∑nH

j = 1 1− log2SH i; jð Þ
log2SH i; maxð Þ

� �� �

nH−1
;

where nH is the number of human tissues examined and SH (i, max) is
the highest expression signal of gene i across the nH tissues. The values
of τ range from zero to one with higher values indicating higher
variations in expression level across tissues or higher tissue
specificities. If a gene is expressed in only one tissue, τ approaches
to one. In contrast, if a gene is equally expressed in all tissues, τ=0.
We assigned housekeeping genes by sorting our dataset according to
the increase in τ values and taking out genes from the extreme 20% of
population from the top end [26]. Finally, we obtained 660
housekeeping genes within 9320 non-disease genes (Supplementary
Table 1).

4.3. Identification of paralogs and orthologs sets

Human paralogous genes and their sequence identity with the
corresponding four classes of genes (monogenic disease, polygenic
disease, housekeeping and other non-disease genes) were retrieved
from Ensembl, (http://www.ensembl.org/biomart/martview/). The
human–mouse orthologs with 1:1 relationship of the genes, concerned
inour studyand their correspondingparalogswerealsodownloaded from
Ensembl, (http://www.ensembl.org/biomart/martview/). The
corresponding Ensembl IDs from the database were used to extract the
coding and orthologous sequences of the aforementioned gene sets from
Ensembl. Generally remote paralogs are defined as pairs with ds N1 and
close paralogs as pairs with ds b1. To avoid potential misclassification of
borderline cases,we regarded remotepairs as thosewithdsN1.2 andclose
pairs as those with ds b0.8 [10].

4.4. Expression profile similarity between human genes and duplicates

The spatial expression information of human disease and non disease
genes were obtained from the Gene Atlas V2 dataset (http://biogps.gnf.
org/) [33]. Sinceourdatasetwasnotnormallydistributed,we transformed
the raw data into the rank in an ascending order. Because of the presence
of several tied ranks in thedatasetwehaveperformedPearson correlation
coefficient (PCC), “r” tomeasure the expression profile similarity for each
disease and non-disease gene [34]. Average “r” was calculated between
the expression ranks of the considered geneswith the expression ranks of
each of its respective duplicated pairs [35].

r =
∑n

j = 1 SH i; jð ÞSp i; jð Þ
h i

− ∑n
j = 1SH i; jð Þ

h i
∑n

j = 1Sp i; jð Þ
h i

= nffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑n

j = 1 SH i; jð Þ½ �2− ∑n
j=1SH i; jð Þ

h i2
= n

r ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑n

j = 1 Sp i; jð Þ
h i2− ∑n

j=1Sp i; jð Þ
h i2

= n:

r

Here, n=the number of common tissues considered, H indicates
human protein, and P indicates paralogs of the corresponding protein.
SH (i, j) and SP (i, j) are the expression signal intensities of gene i in
human tissue j for disease andnon-diseaseproteins andgene i in human
tissue j for their corresponding paralogs respectively.

4.5. Prediction of shared protein–protein interaction partners, promoter
content and functional relationships

Human protein interaction data was retrieved from HPRD-version7
(http://hprd.org/) [36]. Promoters of the aforesaid genes were obtained
from Transcriptional Regulatory Element Database (http://www.rulai.
cshl.edu/cgi-bin/TRED/tred.cgi) [37] and the biological functions of the
corresponding genes were downloaded from Ensembl. The percentage
of shared interaction partners/promoters/function between paralogs
was calculated by using Bayesian data integration method [38].

pshared x;yð Þ =
2 × n x;yð Þ
nx + ny

× 100%;

where nx and ny represent the number of interactions/promoters/
functional relationships for x and y proteins, respectively and n(x, y)

http://hgmd.org
http://geneticassociationdb.nih.gov/
http://geneticassociationdb.nih.gov/
http://www.ensembl.org/biomart/martview/
http://www.ensembl.org/biomart/martview/
http://www.ensembl.org/biomart/martview/
http://www.ensembl.org/biomart/martview/
http://biogps.gnf.org/
http://biogps.gnf.org/
http://hprd.org/
http://www.rulai.cshl.edu/cgi-bin/TRED/tred.cgi
http://www.rulai.cshl.edu/cgi-bin/TRED/tred.cgi
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represents the number of common interactions/promoters/functional
relationships between duplicated pairs (x and y).

4.6. Prediction of sublocalization

Protein-coding human genes with cellular localizationwere extracted
from Ensembl for ‘cellular component’ GO classification. Duplicated
proteins partitioning same localization of disease and non-disease
proteins were assigned as sublocalization.

4.7. Sequence analysis

Pair-wise synonymous (ds) and non-synonymous (dn) distances
between the orthologous genes of human and mouse were calculated
using the PAML package with default parameters [20]. The non
parametric Mann–Whitney U test was used to evaluate the signifi-
cance of all the pair-wise differences. Logistic regression analysis was
done to analyze independent influence of each parameter in guiding
the backup capacity of disease and non-disease genes. All the
statistical tests were performed using the SPSS (13.0) package.

Supplementarymaterials related to this article can be found online
at doi:10.1016/j.ygeno.2011.01.004.
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